Hyper collimation ability of two-dimensional photonic crystals.
We theoretically investigate the collimation ability of photonic crystals (PhCs) and present a design of rectangular lattice PhC structure which has ultra-high collimation ability, referred to hyper collimation ability of PhC in this work. The competition between the range and the flatness of a "flat segment" on the PhC equi-frequency contour (EFC) is revealed, so that both should be considered simultaneously if we hope to evaluate the collimation ability of a PhC structure. We introduce a new dimensionless value, the normalized collimation length (NCL), to evaluate the collimation ability of a PhC structure. We find that the hyper collimation ability can be achieved by tuning the aspect ratio of a rectangular lattice PhC. It is also demonstrated that our theoretical predictions of the propagation behavior of beams agree very well with numerical experiments. We propose that the PhCs with hyper collimation ability could be widely used in the design of photonic circuits and other devices.